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However, based on the model of the Knights Templar , it was transformed into a military order in and the head
of the order became known as the Grand Master magister hospitalis. It received papal orders for crusades to
take and hold Jerusalem for Christianity and defend the Holy Land against the Muslim Saracens. During the
rule of Grand Master Hermann von Salza â€” the Order changed from being a hospice brotherhood for
pilgrims to primarily a military order. This castle, which defended the route between Jerusalem and the
Mediterranean Sea , was made the seat of the Grand Masters in , although they returned to Acre after losing
Montfort to Muslim control in The Order also had a castle at Amouda in Armenia Minor. However, the
Teutonic Knights were never as influential in Outremer as the older Templars and Hospitallers. Andrew had
been involved in negotiations for the marriage of his daughter with the son of Hermann, Landgrave of
Thuringia , whose vassals included the family of Hermann von Salza. Led by a brother called Theoderich, the
Order defended the South-Eastern borders of the Kingdom of Hungary against the neighbouring Cumans.
Many forts of wood and mud were built for defence. They settled new German peasants among the existing
inhabitants, who were known as the Transylvanian Saxons. The Cumans had no fixed settlements for
resistance, and soon the Teutons were expanding into their territory. By , The Teutonics Knights had built five
castles, some of them made of stone. Their rapid expansion made the Hungarian nobility and clergy, who were
previously uninterested in those regions, jealous and suspicious. Some nobles claimed these lands, but the
Order refused to share them, ignoring the demands of the local bishop. After the Fifth Crusade , King Andrew
returned to Hungary and found his Kingdom full of grudge because of the expenses and losses of the failed
military campaign. When the nobles demanded that he cancel the concessions made to the Knights, he
concluded that they had exceeded their task and that the agreement should be revised, but did not revert the
concessions. In , the Teutonic Knights, seeing that they would have problems when the Prince inherited the
Kingdom, petitioned Pope Honorius III to be placed directly under the authority of the Papal See , rather than
that of the King of Hungary. This was a grave mistake, as King Andrew, angered and alarmed at their growing
power, responded by expelling the Teutonic Knights in , although he allowed the commoners and peasants the
Transylvanian Saxons to remain. Lacking the military organization and experience of the Teutonic Knights,
the Hungarians did not replace them with adequate defenses and stopped the attacks against the Cumans.
Soon, the steppe warriors would be a threat again. This being a time of widespread crusading fervor
throughout Western Europe, Hermann von Salza considered Prussia a good training ground for his knights for
the wars against the Muslims in Outremer. Frederick II allows the order to invade Prussia, by P. Janssen The
conquest of Prussia was accomplished with much bloodshed over more than fifty years, during which native
Prussians who remained unbaptised were subjugated, killed, or exiled. Fighting between the Knights and the
Prussians was ferocious; chronicles of the Order state the Prussians would "roast captured brethren alive in
their armour, like chestnuts, before the shrine of a local god". After the Prussian uprisings of â€”83, however,
much of the Prussian nobility emigrated or were resettled, and many free Prussians lost their rights. The
Prussian nobles who remained were more closely allied with the German landowners and gradually
assimilated. Bishops were reluctant to have Prussian religious practices integrated into the new faith, [20]
while the ruling knights found it easier to govern the natives when they were semi-pagan and lawless. To
make up for losses from the plague and to replace the partially exterminated native population, the Order
encouraged immigration from the Holy Roman Empire mostly Germans , Flemish , and Dutch and from
Masovia Poles , the later Masurians. These included nobles, burghers, and peasants, and the surviving Old
Prussians were gradually assimilated through Germanization. The settlers founded numerous towns and cities
on former Prussian settlements. The Order itself built a number of castles Ordensburgen from which it could
defeat uprisings of Old Prussians , as well as continue its attacks on the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the
Kingdom of Poland, with which the Order was often at war during the 14th and 15th centuries. A contingent
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of Teutonic Knights of indeterminate number is traditionally believed to have participated at the Battle of
Legnica in against the Mongols. The Livonian branch subsequently became known as the Livonian Order.
Over the next decades the Order focused on the subjugation of the Curonians and Semigallians. In it suffered a
disastrous defeat in the Battle of Durbe against Samogitians , which inspired rebellions throughout Prussia and
Livonia. The Curonians were finally subjugated in and the Semigallians in At first the knights moved their
headquarters to Venice , from which they planned the recovery of Outremer [26] , this plan was, however,
shortly abandoned, and the Order later moved its headquarters to Marienburg, so it could better focus its
efforts on the region of Prussia. Because " Lithuania Propria " remained non-Christian until the end of the 14th
century, much later than the rest of eastern Europe, the conflicts stretched out for a longer time, and many
Knights from western European countries, such as England and France , journeyed to Prussia to participate in
the seasonal campaigns reyse against the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Warfare between the Order and the
Lithuanians was especially brutal. It was common practice for Lithuanians to torture captured enemies and
civilians, it is recorded by a Teutonic chronicler that they had the habit of tying captured Knights to their
horses and having both of them burned alive, while sometimes a stake would be driven into their bodies, or the
Knight would be flayed. The Knights would also, on occasion, take captives from defeated Lithuanians, whose
condition as that of other war captives in the Middle Ages was extensively researched by Jacques Heers [28].
The conflict had much influence in the political situation of the region, and was the source of many rivalries
between Lithuanians or Poles and Germans, the degree to which it impacted the mentalities of the time can be
seen in the lyrical works of men such as the contemporary Austrian poet Peter Suchenwirt.
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